Common conditions of the aging male: erectile dysfunction, benign prostatic hyperplasia, cardiovascular disease and depression.
With increasing life expectancy, medical profession will be faced with the task of ensuring that the large, aging population remains healthy and vital despite the face of increasing healthcare costs. Naturally, urology as a specialty is concerned with important geriatric issues. This article will focus specifically on the aging male population and the health problems that most frequently plague them. Four major, non-cancer, disease states have been identified that adversely effect males over the age of 50. These conditions are: erectile dysfunction (ED), benign prostatic hyperplasia (BPH), cardiovascular disease (CVD) and depression. A literature search of PubMed was conducted using the key words ED, BPH, CVD and depression as well as ADAM (Androgen Decline in the Aging Male) and quality of life (QoL). NIH and WHO conference proceedings and publications were also referenced to insure detail and accuracy of data. Information was then organized and correlated in order to provide a detailed description of the key conditions and their interrelatedness. The spectrum of research performed thus far regarding this topic has done little to investigate the effects, causes and correlations between these conditions. Research has been done linking two or three of these conditions; however, there remains to be information discussing the four disease states in terms of their possible cause and effect relationships or the effectiveness of parallel, multi-disciplinary approach to their therapy. This report calls attention to the benefits of viewing and researching the above mentioned conditions as possibly interrelated, as opposed to the traditional view of them as separate, unrelated and independently treatable disease states. ED, BPH, CVD and depression are all common conditions that accompany aging and negatively impact QoL. They almost always develop with age and precipitate considerable morbidity and may even result in mortality. Furthermore, the presentation of one condition may correlate with the development of another. The inter-relation of these conditions, as evident from their underlying similarities, cause-and-effects relationships and therapeutic consequences, should be enough to warrant a multidisciplinary approach to their research. This approach, combined with careful choice of therapy, parallel and singular, will help providers reach their goal to keep patients healthy, and more importantly happy, late into their life, thus realizing the concept of "successful aging".